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please note also that carriage of this editorial on busride by a third party on behalf of the author,
does not imply any collaboration, endorsement or approval on the part of the author, of the editor, of

the publisher, of the creative content, of busride or of any related parties. irisbus have decided to
build the following transpennine express low-floor buses for aberdeen city transport. the ‘customer
request’ designation in this tender is a reference to a previous requirement for an option for a bus
with low floor to the route – “customer requests are not possible due to the limited availability of
suitable vehicle.” the buses will be electric. given that anderstown buses operate the majority of

their routes to and from glasgow airport in electric buses, and aberdeen city transport operate from
a small number of central locations, there is less of a requirement for a higher capacity than the

regular buses operate on the route. the running qualities of this bus are, however, a major priority.
this tender is expecting to procure a total of 150 buses and coachloads. not only is a low-floor bus
being procured, but there is also a minibus and a delivery van. the delivery van (4 x 0.60m) will be
sourced from the second-hand market and the minibus will also be sourced from the second-hand

market. the coaches will be solely sourced from the second-hand market. there is no guarantee that
all buses will be delivered. it is possible that the second-hand buses could go to glasgow to replace

the existing low-floor buses, but then the other vehicles would have to be returned to the north east.
likewise, the minibus could be returned to the north east, but then the coaches (and other routes of
the companies operating the minibus) would have to be vacated. while the opportunity to purchase

quality second-hand buses is very beneficial, it may not be possible.
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gaskets with low resistance to hydraulic fluid are beginning to replace the older gasket material,
such as the bi-steel and are less susceptible to being damaged in the same way. the upper external

plates on the exhaust and the lower external plates on the intake form part of the air-intake and
exhaust manifold. the upper external plate on the intake manifold, exposed to corrosion, is the one

most susceptible to failure. many of the defects noted on the magelys examined by the author
included low resistance of the fuel-supply gasket. in addition, the cover plate for the fuel-supply

valve can be cracked, and in extreme cases, leak fuel. the fuel filter assembly, in most cases, also
leaks when the filter element is changed. typically, the plenum pipe for the fuel system is a heavy,

tough-walled casting that is located under the floor. replacement of the plenum is required if it
cracks or fails. the plenum is accessible from below, under the floor and under the brake pedal. the

brake pedal is clamped to the floor. if the plenum or the floor cracking, replacement of the plenum is
required. identifying leaks in the engine’s cooling system can be done through a more stringent

inspection procedure. this is often done by forcing coolant through the core of the radiator to see if
there is coolant escaping. by placing a hose on the radiator core, and forcing coolant through the
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hose, leaks from the core can be easily identified. one can also remove the radiator cap and
ascertain if any leaks are present. while it is common to replace the fixed catalyst converter on a

used car, one must also consider the quality of the replacement converter. a used converter can, in
many cases, be higher in quality than the one it is replacing. 5ec8ef588b
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